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XIII.—On the Determination of the Curve, on one of the Coordinate Planes, ivhich
forms the Outer Limit of the Positions of the Point of Contact of an Ellipsoid
of Revolution which always touches the Three Planes of Reference. By G.
PLARK, Docteur es-Sciences.
(Bead 1st July 1889.)
In a former paper (Trans. Roy. Soc. Edin., vol. xxxiii. part ii. p. 465) the ellipsoid
under consideration was supposed to have its three axes different from one another in
length. I consider now the more simpler case of an Ellipsoid of Revolution. The
same notations as in the former paper shall be made use of, and for the establishment of
some of the results which form the basis of the present paper, reference must be made to
the former.
The condition (§ IYT. of the former paper)
i/r£ = 0
leads to the consequence
V
This is to be satisfied for all points on the limiting curve.
If we put generally for any point:
we get by the expressions (§ VI.) of xfj'j , xft'k:
-P2R2
In the former paper we did not show the manner in which the coefficients P ^ , &c,
are obtained, we may therefore be allowed to shew the method for one or two of them;
as, for example,
F
By the expression § III. we have
Si
w ' u
Now
1
 i = VjkA*1 i = jSkd-1 i — kHid)-1 %.
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With the definitions (§ II.) of xu yu zx:
3 hy]f% = — - x-, + — x ,
T
 v w lV
1
11 11
This gives then
•p %2 y±
or P ^ - - 1
* w u
and so on.
In the case of Q, R1; R2, we make some further transformation. We have
[it is to be remembered that >^ is self-conjugate, therefore we have replaced
x1 = Sj^»-1k by
Applying the formulse
(where m = the first coefficient in the cubic relative to <j>), we get
m
Likewise in Rt, R2 we have respectively
Thus
z*-u*v*) =-Sk<f>k.
In § XIII. of the former paper we have stated the formulas
(1) y = v-\,
p namely being supposed in the plane of/, h, we have assumed there
p=jy+kz
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The last two terms in Ri, R2, may now take the forms respectively
0
w
So that we have also
u4/ y,\
—I w — — I =
w\ u/
u*/ z,\ .y
V\ • U) V
m w
The expression of Mx now becomes
m w ) \ m v w?
TO J
But the first term is
m2
= 5 Si. mdi"1 i — .
m? r m
vwSubstituting this, and multiplying the whole equation by —j , we get
vw
m
•[. ySk$]f\m J
Of course, if Mj = 0, the second member must vanish, the factor u*vio which was intro-
duced being never susceptible of vanishing; in other words, the centre of the ellipsoid
being unable to coincide with one of the three planes of the octant.
"We may make further transformations before introducing the hypothesis &2 = c2.
Squaring the expressions of y, z, under the form,
we get by the first
the second member being
•uiy-v) = -z1
u(z-w)=-y1,
= -Skd>k.
m ^
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Hence
[u2y2-2u2vy = —
\u2z2-2w2wz=—Sj<hj
The equation in Mj becomes
m
Or,
wy(u2z2—2uhvz)+vz(u2y2—m?vy)]
+ ueyz.
m
— 2u2w2+uhiy — 2u2v2~\J
Assembling the terms in M2, V2, W2, and remarking
v,2+v2+w2 = 2Si<j>-H = 2a2 = lt
becoming later =«2 + 262), and having
u\u2 - 2(v2 + w2)]
we get
m
(3) + uP-yz[u\vy+wz)+u%Su2 - 21J].
The expressions (l) (2) give
2v?(vy + wz) = u\y2+z2)
But the last term
= +— (Si(f)i+m2), as '2Si<j>i = 'Z( + —2)=—m9
Putting y2 + z2 = r2
we get
and the equation in Ma becomes
0 = -
2u2(vy+wz) = i iV H—(Si^i+W/2),
+v?yz
m
1 ,o • . •
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We have now two equations, the one giving the sum of vy and wz, the other giving
(when multiplied by yz) the product vy xivz.
Let us put for abbreviation,
u
2
r
2
 = t
y2z2 = 8
—
I/O
we have
vy x wz=—2—(t + Lo + Li).
Then we may put
where
We will now deduce two other expressions of v, w, from the equations (1), (2). But
for this we must now have recourse to the hypothesis
which constitutes the ellipsoid as a figure of revolution, the axis having the direction of a.
In § I. of the former paper we have assumed by definition
_ aSaft) /8S/3a> ySyw
<pu>
~ a
2 +
~ # r ~ + ~ ~ ? ~ '
Making b2 = c\ and remarking
/3S/3w + ySyw = — to — aSaw ,
we get
**
 = a S o f tV~6s
As
becomes
0 ^
 = y
m
Likewise we have
<j> ~1 a) = aSaft)(cs2 — b2) — <
From these we deduce
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Hence (as &j<p~y~v2, &c.)
But
as
therefore
u
2y2 - 2u2vy = b2[w2 - a2 - 62]
u2z2 - 2v?wz = b2[v2 - a2 - b2].
i;2 — a2 — 62 = 62 — v? — w'2.
Putting every term into the first members of the preceding equations, and ordaining, we
get the quadrics,
6%2 - 2u2yv + [uy+&2(u2 - b2)] == 0
2
 - 62)] = 0 .
Hence in resolving as to v, to,
bh) =u2i/+Y 1
where
Y2 = u y - b\u2y2+62(tt2 - b2)],
Z2 = uV -
or also
Eliminating '«, i^  from both of their values we get
2z (u2z + Z)=^
Putting
4u4R2 = R'2, 2u2R=R',
namely,
we get
4 2 Y 6 2 R ' 6 2 ( i + L ) 4 y (I.)
(II.)
We have for Lo
and as
1 .
—Sid>i — b2[Sid> ~H+i\a}
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we have
The equations (I.) (II.) contain the three elements y, z, and v? alone.
To get rid of the three radicals R', Y, Z, we must have recourse to squaring twice
over.
[(If we had, by a more direct process, operated at once on (l), (2), (3), in order to
get rid of the three radicals u, v, w, we would not have the advantage of knowing that
v and %v were of the forms respectively
E+C, E - C .
C being a radical)].
After squaring both members of (I.) we pass the radical YR' into the second member,
the rational parts into the first, and we get
* \ = 8u2Yi/&2R';
+ ¥B,'2-¥(t+L0)2 I
)
or
or by the values of Y2, R'2:
16wy(
-8mu<is(t+L0+'L1)bi
We may suppress the factor Bu2yh%, by encroaching on s = yh\ Thus putting
Y' = - 2u\uY+W(u2 ~ &2)]
bXt 4-Lo+Lj)
we get
zZ =-ZR' .
where we put also
Z' = -
As we have
y
we replace, in Y',
u
2y2 by t-u2z2.
Then as
L0=b2(a2+u2),
Y' = it,2r-_. . _.
\_+t+b2(a2+u2)
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or grouping the terms in z2 together
Y' = u2[ -1 - W + b%a2+2b2)]
and as
2a2b2+Lo = 2aW+b2a?+b2u2
put
Thus we have,
where
L2 = 3a2b2 - w2(4a2+7b2) + 6u4.
At the end of this paper we will show that we have identically
M1 = M i ' = M/ ' = N
ax a2 a3
where al9 a2, as are the scalar coffiecients of a decomposed parallel to i, j , k, so that
The equations Mx^O, M / ^ 0 give therefore no new relations besides those which we
have deducted from (1), (2), (3). We may incidentally also remark here, that by the
geometrical nature of the question we have identically
because the point of contact (or of tangence) cannot change when the rotation-axis
coincides with the axis of figure.
We remark that Y', 71 are of the forms
and remembering
Z2=(u2z2-V)(u2-b2),
we form the two combinations
(III.) 2/2Y'2+z2Z'2 - (Y2+Z2)R'2 = 0
(IV.) 2/2Y'2-02Z'2-(Y2-Z2)R'2 = O
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Remembering
y2z2 = s, y2+z2 = r2,
and that
y V + z2y* = (y2+z2)s = r2s
we get
(III.)
 t , ^
+ 2X2SXOXJ
(IV.) ,X 0 2
0 = (y2-z2)\-sX12
where
R'2 = (t+L0)2 - 8mw6s(i + Lo+Lx).
Let us separate the terms affected by s from those which are not. Then we get
(III.) r2X02 + (b2 - u2)(r%2 - 2bi)(t + L0)2
+sr4X0X1+r2X12
L + (b2-u2)(u2r2 - 264)( - $m)w\t + Lo + Lj) _
(IV.) X
= 0
-%2X-8m)w6(£ + L0+1^)] °'
this last neglecting the factor (y2 — z2), which gives a particular solution.
Designating the two equations respectively by
A+sB = 0 (Ill')
C-sD = 0 (IV)
and remembering
+ 12_£ ftl =
we have
-2b\b2-u2)(L0+t)2
/)|6
+ {t _ 2V)(b2-
C = %*[62(^  - u2) - tf+u2(b2 - u2)(L0 + tf
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We see that A and B are of the third degree in t, and C and D of the second degree.
The elimination of s gives us
BC+AD=0 (V)
consequently of the fifth degree in t. We must remember that we have put
(_D)= -Xl»
Let us state the coefficient of f in the equation (V.),
The coefficients of f in A and B are respectively,
in A, =
The coefficients of f in C, D, are respectively,
in C,=u\u* + (62 - it2)] x 1 = uW,
Therefore the coefficient of f x f or tb in (V.) will be
As the terms in A beside the term bHs are all divisible by 62, owing to Lo = b2(a? + w2)
and as the same remark applies to C in respect to bH2, and its other terms, we shall put
A= 62A'
a4?)4
Then the equations (IIF), (IV) (by dividing the first by V, the second by 6V) may
be put under the forms,
C'-^-6D'=0 (IV")
and the s eliminated in
B'C'+A'D'=0 (V")
where A', B', &c, are of the form,
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These coefficients Ao, A1} &c, may now be deduced from the expressions,
where
D' = (L2+tf-
-w2(4a2-f7fc2) + 6%*
su6 v2z2v?
The factor
is now of dimension zero.
Considering s = y2z2 in itself we may transform it in referring p to two axes / , kf, of
0
which/ is the bissecting line of the angle between j , k.
Having then
P =jy+kz —j'y'+k'z\
we get
and
We put
y' = r cosS
s* = r sin S
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then
and remembering r V = t, we have
*
Thus
and also
su6 t2u2
C
The term independent of t and u2 in (V") will be,
"1 x la'
[ - 2 ¥ x 1 X a4
a464 x
- 1 6 6 2 -
This shows that the equation (Y") does not admit the factor t.
We have promised to establish the identity between
Mt M\ W\
& a
where a^ a2, a3 are the scalar coefficients of
(III")
(IV")
and where M1; M/, M/', are the expressions which we have quoted at the beginning.
We take Rls E2 under the form
lw>is,,=
m wu
Having
m
+ Wi-^).
as was shown before, we shall have
m uv/ m
+ (l-— m
wu
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Dividing by u2, and ordaining according to
we get
Thus
m m
wLm
vw
Let us bring w4M/ to the same stage. We get
m
_
Sj<pk
 2 2~|
m
 J
wu\ m .
vw
We now recall (where n = a2 —
) — anSaw — b2oo
These give
also
v2 =b2+na
I2 ) ( X\ ~ ™«2a3
2) ( % = 7 l a i a 2
m m
1__
m"
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Owing to
m m
the term in Mi in the first line will be
- u
2b\a2+v?)+u6
= u\u2u\u2 - b2) - aW(v? - b2)
We need not transform the other terms of M1} except by changing the factors zls ylt yu zu
respectively into
thus
1 = (u4—a262)7ia1
/ v \ mm / v \ m / w
vw
Proceeding to transform tt4M/, and considering its first term, we remark
Sjd>k , „
Also
namely,
zlw*-y
we get for the term in question,
But
Hence the term becomes
The second term in M4M/ is
The factor between [ ]
= na2
2[b\w* - 62) - v?(u2- 62)]
=na*[b\(w2+u2) - V] -u*]
The third and fourth terms in M/ are respectively
u/Sk^k ,
' w\ m
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and
Hence
vw
= the same expression than
In the case of M/' we know that
which, as
= -JtM^+M^Q + M"1RS!]
gives zero identically for the coefficients of j and k. We have then by the second of
these identities
or
» r> / MAr T, -on M'i M i
Aw 7
\ m w ,
uNow the coefficient of — is
w
we have
The expression in [ ] is
+ a2
= zero. As — ariz1 — — na^at,
2
 - a2 -
We have then
But
hence
M
[W2 + V2 _ a2 _ J,2] = &2(b2 _ ^2)
= -6 2 wa 3 2 .
n 5r\ M, ,„ , /MA ,„
^ Q = —-. a<birna£ — (—* la^b^ .
a3a1
Thus in the case b2 = c2, the three expressions of M1; M/, M/', when equated to zero,
give only one distinct equation.
We may remark that M/ and M/' may be annulled by putting
These two equations give four solutions as to au a2, a3, of which one is also given by
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Mj^O , although Mx is expressed independently of Pj, P2 . The equations Pi = 0 , P2 = 0
give
Squaring we get by the two first members
(b2 + na2 + )n2a22aB2 - (b2 + na2)n2a2a2 = 0.
This gives, with the third member wzx treated in the same way,
1 —
 n I — a 2 —
(owing to
Consequently
and u = v = w, as all three must be positive, and u2 + v2 + w2 = lx = (a2 + 2b2).
Let us substitute these elements into M^  and verify the signs which can be attributed
to the first powers of al3 a2, a3?
We have now owing to it? = v2 = w2
m m
Also
u _ u _ u
2
V W VW
— (na2 + na3)[u* + b2i&— a2b2 — I
In the second term grouping w4 — a?b2 together, and replacing b\v? - b2) by nVa2, we get
3
We have
ui- aW = (a2aj*- bV4) x n,
where a"2 = 1 — a*. (This transformation can be shown by considering
u
2
 — b2+na2, and v? = a2 — n2a'2.)
We divide by n2, and replace w2 by M2 = a2^!2 + b2a'2; then we get
j 4 - 62a'4)
2)]
2 a 3
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+ 6S"4/
(because of a2 = J, a'2 = f). Hence
If now we had ax = <x2 = —a3, then (as they are all three of the same absolute value), the
coefficient of a2 would vanish, but that of b2 would be negative
= ^ 2ai(-3a22-2)
and Mx could not vanish.
If «i = — a2 = — as, then the coefficient of b2 would become
4
whereas the coefficient of dz would become + —, so that Mx would vanish only for a2 = If.
y/3
There exists therefore the only solution
which annuls Ml5 namely, the direction for a of the median line of the octant i, j , k (or
its opposite direction, which does not alter the circumstances),
The values of y and z now become equal, that is
As
Si '
This gives
^ _ 2
 + 02_6^
and
We have thus a system of values of t, u2, namely 264 and ^ respectively, which solve
the equation (V"). It is, however, a certainty that this point y = z = —^C= does not
belong to the outward branch of the limiting curve, but that it forms a singular point of
a branch (or branches) contained in the inside of the limiting curve as defined by t/rc = 0.
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